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Abstract: Problem statement: Nowadays, web based social networks have gained a lot of attention.
Over one billion users participate, communicate and share information on these networks based on
trust. Approach: One important issue on online social networks is how much one person can trust
another person in the network whom they are not directly connected. Scholars around the world have
introduced a variety of models and algorithms for inferring trust in online social networks. This study
takes a deep look at current methods, their advantages and disadvantages. Results: All current
methods have weaknesses and cannot be considered the best solution for inferring trust. Conclusion:
Considering the fact that web based social networks are based on trust upon participants, a more
accurate and fast algorithm is needed to infer trustworthiness and help users gain valuable information.
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INTRODUCTION
Due to the rapid growth in computer networking
technologies, Web Based Social Networking (WBSN)
is significantly gaining popularity. Human computer
interaction has definetly chnged old communication
styles. Anyhow, social network applications yet cannot
acquire wider acceptance by many people because of
issues such as privacy, trust and security (Aboud, 2007). In
WBSNs users tend to share information based on trust
levels (Adali et al., 2010). For solving trust issues caused
by malicious users in the social networks, trust calculation
models were proposed (Jiang et al., 2011).
Upon appearance of semantic web, many
applications and systems require static trust
mechanisms. Semantic web is extension of the current
web that contents are comprehensive so machines and
computers could be able to understand. Considering the
fact that more intelligent agents will take place of
human tasks every day, they will need an automated
method for inferring trust so trust inference mechanism
has become a critical issue (Victor et al., 2011).
The issue of trust is illustrated in Fig. 1. In the
social network, trust studies whether a user (trustee)
behaves as expected by an interested user (trustor)
through a number of other users (recommenders). From
this network the trust graph is simulated which consists
of trustees, trustors, recommenders and their
relationships. Any online social network can be
presented as graph G, where any individual profile is a

node and the relationship between 2 nodes is the edge
of the graph (Nagle and Singh, 2009).
Peter? John dose not now Peter, But John knows
Tom and Ben whom both know Peter.
Web based social networks can be modeled as
graphs. This is done in order to analyze and study
behaviors of the network (Gaol and Widjaja, 2008) A
sample of a social network graph is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Trust inference algorithms are used to calculate the
trust value between two nodes of the trust graph which
are not directly connected. The main reason of using
mathematical and graphical methods in the analysis of
social network is to present and describe the networks
systematically and compactly.
Major researches have been conducted
worldwide to find suitable algorithms for inferring
the optimal path and the trust value. The presented
literature review is a brief look at various trust
inference mechanisms presented by scholars in
recent years. The mechanism, implementation on
data sets, results, benefits and weaknesses of each
method is discussed.
Current trust inference mechanisms: There are
several trust inference mechanisms introduced by
scholars worldwide. Below is the list of most recent of
these works:
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Fig. 1: The issue of trust: John and Peter are not directly connected in the network. How much can John Trust Peter?
John dose not now Peter, But John knows Tom and Ben whom both know Peter

Fig. 2: Sample of a social network graph generated via NodeXL
SocialTrust: Social Trust algorithm (Caverlee et al.,
2008) is a framework based on reputation for trust
aggregation. The algorithm used a feedback rating
method which involved updating trust value using
dynamic revision of trust rating according to three
elements: history of rating, current user rating and
adaption to change. Caverlee tested this technique in
MySpace using five million nodes (users) and nineteen
million edges (relationships). The result showed
success in identifying malicious nodes. However the
weakness of this method is ignoring useful information
via eliminating some paths.

trust networks. All relationships between 2 people are
modeled via resistor in the way that more trust value
means lower value for corresponding resistor. In this
was trust network is transformed to Resistive Networks
(RN). This model used trust values in the continuous
range of [0, 1]. This algorithm was applied in the
same sample network as Tidal Trust and proved to
give better results. A major problem of this method
is the time complexity of the algorithm which is
polynomial (O (v3) v= number of nodes in the
network graph).

RN-trust: RN-Trust algorithm (Taherian et al., 2008)
Bayesian: Bayesian trust inference mechanism for very
was brought up in 2008. The main idea for this method
complex WBSN was suggested in 2009 (Liu et al.,
is using Resistive Network (RN) concept to simulate
2009; 2010). Liu introduced a compound trust oriented
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WBSN structure that included very complex social
relationships. The main improvement of this method
was delivering realistic trust values between the
“trustee” and “truster” via considering logic “AND”
between paths. Although experiments resulted in
success, the initial principles defined for extracting trust
are actually not used in major WBSNs.
Combined trust model: Combined Trust Model (Yu
and Wang, 2010) was a model which described how to
infer the trust value in combine with network topology
and the usage of web mining. The method involved
three main phases: Building an individual trust network
in order to determine transitive path for the destination
user, calculating the social influence value for middle
nodes and finally exploring interaction frequency of the
user to filter the trust measurement. This research used
TWT online community data and SNS website data to
test efficiency of the proposed model. The main
advantage of this method is using “middle node” which
helps obtaining a more accurate trust value. Beside
benefits of this method, there is a major problem. The
data set which is used for testing the method is a small
data set so there is a probability that in large networks,
the results may not be optimum.
Matrix factorization: Matrix Factorization (Jamali
and Ester, 2010) technique was introduced in 2010.
This model has used the social influence of the
behaviour of all neighbours of a node. This influence is
formulated and considered. This method has been tested
using both Epinions.com and Flixster.com Data sets.
Comparing the results with previous techniques showed
clear outperformance. An important gap of this method
is the fact that it cannot handle negative trust values,
but in real world, some social networks allow users to
give negative values as a way to show distrust.

FlowTrust: FlowTrust algorithm (Wang and Wu,
2011) supports multi-dimensional trust. Confidence
level and trust value were two factors considered in this
method. This algorithm uses a flow trust approach to
model any trust graph containing network flow. Then
by using the flow theory, maximum value of trust that
is able to flow amongst the graph is evaluated.
Comparing this mechanism with previous ones resulted
in better normalized trust values. However the main
weakness still remains; flowTrust is capable of
handling small trust graphs due to the fact that the
algorithm is not efficient in very large networks. Since
current web based social networks are huge, containing
tons of data, it is not likely to produce a small trust
graph out of the large network.
Trust and distrust prediction: A model for predicting
Trust and distrust in WBSN was introduced by DuBois
et al. (2011). This model is a combination of
customized spring embedding method and trust
inference algorithm rooted on the random graph theory.
The method has been tested on three data sets of
Epinions, Wikipedia election and Slashdot in order to
review efficiency. Results showed that the algorithm is
capable of suitably organizing concealed edges in the
social network graph as “good” or “bad” edges with a
high precision. A major advantage of this algorithm in
comparison to the previous ones is the fact that it
calculates the distrust as well as trust. This is very
useful for deriving negative edges in the network graph
so they can be left out of the search path. This method
also has the capability of finding “positive” edges so
they can be considered in the search past for gaining
best result of trust value. Despite advantages of this
method, it has a number of weaknesses. Firstly, online
social networks often do not have a distrust value so
only a few websites can use this method. Secondly the
method is designed for undirected graphs so the
network graph is treated as undirected and this
approach affects the results leaving out information.
Finally in the case where there are a lot of nodes
connected with distrust value, this method is Inefficient.

H_OSTP: H_OSTP a Heuristic algorithm for inferring
trust (Liu et al., 2009; 2010) was introduced in 2010
which focused on finding the optimum path between
nodes in the social network. A new concept “Quality Of
Trust (QOT)” was added in this method. The
participants of this network were recommendation,
social relationship, trust information and quality of
MATERIALS AND METHODS
trust. Unlike previous techniques, this method is
suitable for very large scale networks. It has been
Introduced models for inferring trust value in
tested on “Enron Email” which is very large public
WBSN
use different methods. Social Trust utilizes a
data set. The experiment proved the algorithm to
feedback rating method and updates the trust value
have a lower time complexity and optimum path
frequently. RN Trust makes use of resistive networks to
selection in comparison to previous work. A major
model the WBSN and calculate the trust value between
weakness of this method is the necessity of
participants of the network. The method applied by
aggregating values for every QOT feature in each
Bayesian is placing logic “AND” among paths of the
social network trust path that connects the source
network graph. Combined Trust Model uses “network
node and the sink.
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topology” in combination with “web mining” as a
method to infer trust in online social networks. The
method considered by Matrix Factorization is
formulating the behavior of neighbor nodes and
calculating trust value regarding to this formula.
H_OSTP utilizes the concept of QOT (quality of trust)
and finds optimum path between two nodes in the
network graph. Flow Trust produces a normalized trust
value via applying the “flow theory”. Trust and distrust
prediction employs a combination of customized spring
embedding method and trust inference algorithm rooted on
the random graph theory in order to infer the trust value.
RESULTS
Each model described in previous sections has
been applied in real WBSNs in order to view efficiency
and further analyzing. Table 1 shows the results of
applying all mentioned methods using standard data
sets of real social networks.
DISCUSSION

In some other business related WBSNs, it is necessary to
make an accurate trust value no matter what time it takes
to produce the result. Choosing an appropriate method
totally depends on the characteristics of the network.
CONCLUSION
Current trust inference methods rely on simple
trusts networks where only trust between neighbor
nodes is considered. Current trust inference
mechanisms are not producing realistic results. Many
social factors and psychology issues that influence
the trust value are not considered by proposed
methods. Many of these techniques lack appropriate
definition of trust and its perspectives. Major of the
introduced algorithms have a high time complexity
which makes them useless in real world. More
research is necessary in this area in order to produce
a more valuable algorithm with lower time
complexity and higher accuracy which does consider
the social aspects of trust in real word.
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